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Preface

More than one hundred years ago, U.S. Supreme Court Justice 
Brown observed that, “The specification and claims of a patent, particu-
larly if the invention be at all complicated, constitute one of the most dif-
ficult legal instruments to draw with accuracy; and, in view of the fact that 
valuable inventions are often placed in the hands of inexperienced per-
sons to prepare such specifications and claims, it is no matter of surprise 
that the latter frequently fail to describe with requisite certainty the exact 
invention of the patentee.”1 More recently, the U.S. Court of Appeals for 
the Federal Circuit has placed the burden squarely on patent attorneys 
to skillfully draft patents, stating that, “Given a choice of imposing the 
higher costs of careful [patent] prosecution on patentees, or imposing 
the costs of foreclosed business activity on the public at large, this court 
believes the costs are properly imposed on the group best positioned to 
determine whether or not a particular invention warrants investment at a 
higher level, that is, the patentees.”2

There are many books on how to draft a patent application and 
claims. Such venerable tomes as Landis on Mechanics of Patent Claim 
Drafting provide numerous examples and guidance to patent attorneys 
in the finer points of patent drafting.

This book takes a different approach, intended to guide the patent 
practitioner through the minefield of court decisions that have over the 
years whittled away at the scope and validity of patents. Instead of focus-
ing on the basic mechanics of patent claim drafting, this book explains 
and emphasizes techniques that produce broader interpretations of pat-
ents, strengthened validity, and a resulting greater strength of the pat-
ent in litigation and less resistance by licensing targets. The book focuses 
on real-life examples taken from court decisions, especially those from 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, in which patents were 
interpreted, enforced, or licensed in a way that was either beneficial or 
detrimental to the patent owner. Based on the lessons learned from these 
court decisions, grouped into clearly identifiable principles and areas of 
technology, the book provides detailed advice for drafting patents so as to 
avoid problems and maximize leverage. 

1 Topliff v. Topliff, 145 U.S. 156, 171 (1892).
2 Sage Prods., Inc. v. Devon Indus., Inc., 126 F.3d 1420, 1426, 44 USPQ2d 1103 (Fed. 

Cir. 1997).



x Drafting Patents for Litigation and Licensing

Patents are not only litigated. They are frequently licensed, both 
under threat of litigation, and based on a perceived need to obtain rights 
to intellectual property that may carry a competitive advantage in the 
marketplace. The licensing revenues generated by a patent or portfolio 
of patents are closely linked to the scope and strength of the patents that 
are the subject of the license. The ability to produce and identify broad 
patents that are difficult to challenge can be an important element of a 
successful patent licensing program.

Since the first edition of this book was published in 2008, courts have 
struggled mightily with the patent-eligibility of certain classes of inven-
tions, including computer software, medical diagnostic tests, and so-called 
“business methods.” Decisions affecting the scope and validity of patents 
directed to such inventions, such as Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus 
Laboratories, Bilski v. Kappos, and Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad 
Genetics, have provided some guideposts for practitioners. Unfortunately, 
the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit has remained badly frac-
tured regarding the patent-eligibility of computer-related inventions, as 
evidenced by its 2013 decision in CLS Bank International v. Alice Corp. Pty 
Ltd. This second edition tackles problems presented by such recent case 
law in an attempt to steer clear of potential pitfalls.

Also since the publication of the first edition, the Leahy-Smith Amer-
ica Invents Act (AIA) enacted in 2011 has changed many of the rules for 
preparing and filing patent applications. Among other things, the new 
law changed the conditions of patentability by generally broadening the 
types of prior art that may be asserted against patent applications and pat-
ent owners. Patent applications filed after March 16, 2013 must be drafted 
according to the new requirements, which generally change the U.S. pat-
ent system to a “first-inventor-to-file” regime. And new post-grant review 
and inter partes review procedures, covered extensively in new chapter 13 
of this edition, will change the way patent owners and patent challengers 
alike resolve validity questions over issued patents. 

The courts have also gradually whittled away at the scope and valid-
ity of issued patents, making it generally easier to find patents obvious in 
the wake of the Supreme Court’s 2007 decision in KSR v. Teleflex, relying 
on such rationales as “common sense” and “obvious to try” when striking 
down patent claims. The courts have also been more willing to invalidate 
patent claims that that are allegedly broader than described in the patent 
specification, as exemplified by the Federal Circuit’s 2009 decision in ICU 
Medical v. Alaris Medical Systems. 

Changes in the law need to be taken into account when drafting 
patents or when defending a patent during a reexamination proceeding 
before the U.S. PTO. This second edition aims to educate patent practi-
tioners in meeting such challenges.
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